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Are these penguins male or female?
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What about these ones?

Gender v. Sex
• Gender: socially constructed roles – what is
associated
i t d with
ith ‘‘masculine’
li ’ and
d ‘feminine’
‘f i i ’
– Women have longer hair than men: socially
constructed, not universally true

• Sex: two meanings
– Biological difference: e.g. Men are taller than
women
– That other meaning of sex…
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Why “the economics of sex”?
Growing body of literature on:
• The things we do for sex
• The sexual marketplace
– Dating markets
– Marriage markets

• Consequences of economic trends for sexual relations

Further reading: Marina Adeshade’s blog
http://bigthink.com/blogs/dollars‐and‐sex

The things we do for sex
Consider these two ads. Which got more responses?
• SWF,
SWF 31,
31 good looking,
looking slender nurse.
nurse Enjoys x‐
country skiing and films. Financially stable. Would
like to meet a man for a lasting relationship.
– 77 responses

• SWF, slim, attractive, electrician, 30, financially
stable, likes movies and rollerblading, seeks man
for lasting relationship.
relationship
– 39 responses

• What’s going on?
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Belle and Gaston – pretty?
Handsome?

And now?
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Badgett and Folbre (2003) Industrial Relations
• Study asks students to rate vignettes from personal
ads, e.g. SWF nurse, SWF electrician
• Least desirable vignettes were of:
– Men in lower‐status feminized occupations, e.g. dental
hygienist, child care worker
– Female in lower‐status masculine occupation, e.g.
electrician, auto‐mechanic

• (Some) people who don’t conform to conventional
gender norms seen as less attractive
• In almost every economy, men and women do different
jobs – there is occupational segregation
• Could it be caused by the economics of sex?

Dating markets
• Gunter J. Hitsch, Ali Hortaçsu and Dan Ariely, AER
(2010) “Matching
Matching and sorting in online dating
dating”
• Data: for 3 ½ months in 2003 observed
–
–
–
–
–

3,004 men and 2,783 women
Using on‐line dating service
In Boston and San Diego
Eliminated married,
married casual users
Observed all interactions

• Question: What determines the odds of one user
sending another an email?
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Many results, including…
“Regarding education, we find that both men
and
d women wantt tto meett a partner
t
with
ith a
similar education level. While women have an
overall strong preference for an educated
partner, but also have a relatively small
tendency to avoid men who are more educated
than themselves, men generally shy away from
[more] educated women”

Canada, 2009‐10 Source: www.caut.ca
• Ratio of women to men in
– Undergrad degree programs 1.33 : 1
– Masters programs 1.17 : 1
– PhD programs 0.89:1
– Community colleges 1.17 : 1

• Will what is valued in the dating market
change?
• Will attitudes towards university change?
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What happens in marriage markets
when partners are scarce?
• China, in around 1980, enacted a one‐child
policy:
li each
h family
f il could
ld have
h
only
l one child
hild
– 1980s, early 90s: abandonment of female children
– 1990s onwards:
– Cheap ultra sound + readily available abortion =
widespread termination of female fetuses

• Result: large gender imbalance

Wei and Zhang, NBER (2009)
Dramatic, continuing rise in male‐female ratio in China. Marriage prospects of young men
further dampened by competition from older men seeking 2ndd wives/mistresses.
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How can a young man compete in the
marriage market?

Is the marriage market driving China’s
high saving rate?
• Families with sons save more
• Amount
A
tb
by which
hi h ffamilies
ili with
ith sons save
more depends upon local sex ratio
– Where potential brides are very scarce, families
with sons save more
– Where sex ratio is lower, families with sons save
less
– Authors’ conclusion: 60% of increase in savings
rate between 1990 and 2007 can be explained by
sex imbalance
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Other possible consequences of sex
ratio imbalance
• Military aggression? Hudson and den Boer (2002)
“One
One overlooked wellspring of insecurity… is
exaggerated gender inequality”
• Violent crime: Edlund, Li, Yi, Zhang (2007) “the
rise in excess males may account for up to one‐
seventh of the overall rise in crime”
• Prostitution, migration: Ebenstein and Jennings
(2008) (see also documentary “Girl
Girl Model”)
Model )
Son preference found in Canada too:
• Almond, Edlund and Milligan (2009)

Economic trends feed back into
marriage market…
• Becker (1981, 1991) “A Treatise on the Family”
George Bernard Shaw: “the maternal instinct
leads a woman to prefer a tenth share in a first
rate man to the exclusive possession of a third
rate one.”
Implication: An increase in economic inequality
should lead to a rise in polygamy…
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Conclusions
• Economics is not about money
• Economics is about
– Choice
– Exchange

• Who to have sex with is one of the most
important choices we face
• All sex is transactional: someone is getting
something out of it.
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